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Thought For The Week: PREFACE    (to Warning Democracy By CH Douglas)
     In reprinting a series of addresses and articles which have been delivered or have appeared between the years 
1920-31, it is hoped that two objectives may be, to some extent, attained. The first of these is to put in colloquial 
form much of the matter of other books which it has seemed necessary to inflict upon a long-suffering public. 
The second is to suggest that as the test of science is prophecy, the correspondence between the course of events 
as they have developed, and are developing, and the arguments embodied in these addresses, affords solid ground 
for optimism. Difficult as the present times may be, and worse as they may become, we know that the monetary 
system is the main cause of our discontents, and we are for that reason so much the nearer to a cure. 
Ch. 1 Some Difficulties Facing Monetary Reform - extract
     ...Very briefly, then, it is our contention that the industrial, international, and, to a large extent, the social 
difficulties with which the world is plagued at the present time do not arise either, on the one hand, from anything 
in the nature of physical scarcity, that is to say, lack of either raw or finished materials, goods, or services, nor, on 
the other hand, are they the result of the administrative relations between employers and employed, or any lack 
of what is commonly called goodwill in any of the parties concerned in the actual processes of industry. 
     Similarly, in a wider field, we say that the danger of international conflict, which is insistent and growing, also 
does not arise from any desire on the part of the populations of the world to fight each other. And the constant 
and somewhat wearisome demand for goodwill and understanding between nations belongs to the same order of 
sentimentality as those somewhat similar exhortations addressed to those threatened with industrial strife. 
     We point, on the one hand, to the half-employed factories, whose one constant preoccupation is to obtain 
“orders”; to the farms going out of cultivation because they do not “pay”; to the shops and stores full of goods 
which in many cases they cannot sell, to the millions of unemployed and half employed working people asking 
to be allowed to make more goods, and, on the other hand, to the millions of people, frequently the same, whose 
one idea of the better life is that they should be able to obtain more goods, food, clothes, housing and services, 
which as producers they are not allowed to create - (fetters imposed upon it by the existing financial system-ed). 
     We say that it should not require intelligence above the ordinary to appreciate that there must be something 
which stands between the mechanism of production, with its farms, factories, tools, materials and men, on 
the one hand, and these millions of people whose only desire is to obtain the products which the productive 
organisation could give them if it were allowed. Examining the organisation by which goods pass from the 
producer to the consumer, we find that it is the money system, and we naturally suspect the money system as 
being at fault. In other words, it is not goods which are scarce, it is money, or, more accurately, purchasing 
power, which is scarce.
     Now, if it were in the nature of things that in some way the quantity of money in the world was fixed by the 
laws of nature, our case would be desperate, but we find by technical investigation that it is not so fixed, that 
the amount of money in the world is almost entirely dependent upon the action of those institutions which we 
call banks, that, in fact, the banking system can, and does, control the prosperity of every country in the world, 
and that the banking system is a man-made system controlled by men and can be altered by men...The world at 
large is in prison, and shows many symptoms of dying in prison, and there is nothing whatever to prevent 
it from walking out...It is my own personal opinion that the undue acquisitiveness of a small section of society 
very largely arises out of fear, and that by far the best way to reduce it to its normal proportion would be to 
remove the fear and insecurity in the existing state of affairs by making plain what is undoubtedly the truth, that 
the modern production system can meet every possible need of society without any stress or strain, if only it is 
freed from the fetters imposed upon it by the existing financial system... 
“People will do anything for the poor, except make them rich”... - Warning Democracy By C. H. Douglas
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      In my research for this week the Australian Federal 
budget comes to centre stage . In deciphering the 
ramifications of this massive increase of government 
spending and public debt, I needed to look into the 
purpose, or design of this policy. Please note; that Labor, 
by failing to provide any realistic opposition to the 
current government policy and budget, are supporting 
them (Coalition) in their endeavours for re-election.  
A captured and obedient MSM are already siding with 
a Coalition re-election by reporting of the philosophical 
and cultural collapse of labor:  
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/commentary/we-are-witnessing-
the-long-slow-death-of-the-labor-party/news-story/3e056bf7620192
be0aad72100c94fb6c

    Sen. Jacqui Lambie in a session of  Q+A from the 
ABC, points out: 'this massive increase in debt will be 
transferred onto future generations, already struggling 
with student debt and potential home loans, will cripple 

them financially'...  
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-05-14/

jacqui-lambie-jim-chalmers-budget-national-debt-qa/100138870
AJL..  This then becomes the seedbed for class and 
generational warfare, as the older generation who 
'were' able to put something away will be the targeted 
group that the younger generation will direct their angst 
against, instead of against [sic] educationalised ferment, 
government policy and finance, all working in unison to 
bring about these revolutionary conditions. 

Budget 2020: Debt of $1 trillion is merely the start
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/politics/budget-2020-

debt-of-1-trillion-is-merely-the-start/news-story/7b2723124f3dd3db
a2e2064318e3a957

Covid induces end of Labor, Coalition policy divide
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/commentary/budget-2021-

covid-induces-end-of-labor-coalition-policy-divide/news-story/
f377395cd4e920d594cdec3af43ca560

...The Coalition can no longer mock Labor’s debt 
and deficit record – now almost a decade in the past 
– because it has embraced huge licks of debt to fund 
new and improved services for the aged and people 

with disabilities, as well as boosts for training, health 
initiatives and child care. There are no budget losers – 
except perhaps those not yet in the workforce who will 

one day have to pay for all this.
When COVID-19 first emerged less than two years 
ago, the Coalition parties in this nation believed 

wholeheartedly in balanced budgets, smaller 
government, constrained debt, and the ensuing lower 
taxes. Now we have the largest deficit in our history, 

debt accelerating to an unprecedented level, government 
spending making up 27 per cent or more of the national 

economy, the prospect of all this remaining the same 
for the foreseeable future, and no significant political 

constituency complaining about it...

Why the budget spendathon makes me nervous
https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/

why-the-budget-spendathon-makes-me-nervous-20210512-p57rdb
...For context, that’s nearly double in nominal dollars 

what the then Rudd government committed in its 
response to the 2008 financial crisis and around 30 per 
cent of projected GDP. Crudely, government is being 

called on to carry nearly one-third of the economic load 
over the next 12 months, an enormous responsibility to 
get right. While much of this will be transfer payments 
from taxes to welfare payments, my life experience is 

that governments are at their worst when having to hand 
money out fast...

AJL..  I was sent an online document from Canada 
which was facilitated 'over' their junior public servants. 
This paper appeared to be consistent with the same 
purpose behind the establishment of the London School 
of Economics and Science; to train the bureaucrats 
of the future - "The program was designed to support 
the development of new public servants, and to drive a 
culture change within the public service. The participants 
were invited to use foresight, design thinking and 
engagement tools to explore policy issues relating to 
diversity and inclusion".  
     This Canadian public service workshop had all 
the markings and even used the same terminology as 
the Chinese surveillance state. The key to how this 
surveillance state fully comes into being over the free 
world is "irredeemable debt". 
http://canadabeyond150.ca/reports/capital-and-debt.html
Profit over people - feudalism by another name
     In Australia over-inflated residential property prices, 
and access to the expanding 'equity' of property portfolios 
are deliberately setting Australians up to follow the same 
economic outcome as Ireland. 
    Holders of property - with increasing indebtedness, are 
playing musical chairs prior to any housing collapse.
Ireland, Portugal, Italy, Greece, and Spain, all suffered 
as a consequence of the 2007-8 (global financial crisis) 
GFC. In order to secure rescue loans from the IMF 
and World Bank, vast public assets and utilities were 
transferred across to international bank holdings. Once 
all the national assets were handed over, the only thing 
left were the personal assets and other real-property 
held by the public. Taxes were increased and real 
wages reduced, transferring the debt burden from the 
government to the public. 
The Irish finance minister at that time, Michael Noonan, 
said the GFC caused the country’s worst period since the 
potato famine of the 19th century. 
     The 19th century potato crops failed, but all other 
crops did not, yet the Irish still suffered, losing 25% of 
their population to starvation and emigration. 

DEBT DRIVEN GLOBALISM By Arnis Luks
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As a consequence Ireland’s population of almost 8.4 
million in 1844 fell to 6.6 million by 1851. 
     The bankster / economist tricks have not changed 
for millennia. A further after-effect of the potato famine 
was the clearing of many smallholders from the land 
and the concentration of landownership in fewer hands. 
Thereafter, more land than before was used for grazing 
sheep and cattle, providing animal foods for export to 
Britain for the benefit of the absentee landlords.
     The archetypal biblical story of Joseph (with his 
coat of many colours), depicts the same scenario. The 
conniving bankster / economist (Joseph), corners the 
grain market and with no thought or regard of the people, 
impoverishes the entire nation. (Genesis 37—46)
Icelandic Criminal Investigations
     Iceland chose to go another way when the 2007-8 
GFC hit. They prosecuted business leaders, politicians 
and banksters, and refused to repay debt that was 
the consequence of adventurous bank policy in the 
first place. They let the banks fail, unlike USA who 
transferred the debt onto the public (taxpayer).
Adjustments via currency devaluations are less painful 

than government labor policies and negotiations
     Either way, the IMF and / or World Bank got their 
pound of flesh, even from Iceland.  By January 2018, 
13 of the criminal investigation court-cases ended 
with guilty verdicts, four with not guilty verdicts and 
six trials were still pending.    https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/2008%E2%80%932011_Icelandic_financial_crisis
Always Remember, We Do Not Have To Go This Way
     In considering the 'plan' for Australia, where financial 
/ economic policy variance from both major parties is 
indistinguishable, there is a need to review our history 
to see if our ancients had a better way to deal with this 
recurring problem of Bankster / Monopolist confiscation 
of our national assets and real property due to the ponzi 
arrangement within the financial / economic systems.
The Story of The Commonwealth Bank - extract

     In Oct, 1911, the Labor Government of  
Mr. Andrew Fisher introduced a Bill to provide for the 
establishment of a Commonwealth Bank, with power 
to carry on all the business generally transacted 
by banks, including that of a savings bank, to be 
administered under the control of one man (called the 
"Governor" of the Bank), appointed for seven years. 
The Bank was to have power to raise a capital of 
£1,000,000 by the sale of debentures (the security for 
which was the national credit), and the profits were 
to be equally divided into two funds—a reserve fund, 
to meet any liabilities incurred by the Bank, and a 
redemption fund, to redeem the debentures or other 
stock issued by the Bank in order to obtain its capital; 
afterwards, this half of the profits could be used to 
reduce the National Debt...
     The intention of the Bill was to make the national 

credit available to anyone with decent security to 
offer, to reduce the charges made on overdrafts, bills 
of exchange, and current accounts by the private 
banks, to provide a safe investment for savings, and 
to help in the reduction of the public indebtedness. 
As soon as the Bank was firmly established, it was 
proposed to entrust to it the note issue — the profits on 
which were to be paid into the general revenue of the 
Commonwealth — and from the start it was to be the 
Bank of the Commonwealth Government. The Bill, in 
spite of bitter opposition, passed through Parliament 
practically without amendment, and became law...
     In June, 1912, Mr. (afterwards Sir) Denison Miller, 
a prominent official of the Bank of New South Wales, 
resigned his position and was appointed Governor of 
the Commonwealth Bank. He issued no debentures, 
but opened savings banks throughout Australia, and 
used the money he obtained in this way as his capital, 
thus avoiding being indebted, and paying interest, 
to anybody but his depositors.  The Bank was not 
opened for general business until January of the next 
year (1913), when, in one day, the Commonwealth 
Government transferred £2,000,000 from private 
banks to the Commonwealth Bank, without causing 
any financial disturbance, the cheques being simply 
cleared through the exchanges "in the ordinary way."  
Sir Denison Miller's idea was to make the Bank a 
Government Bank and Savings Bank, and, for the time 
being at any rate, to enter into competition with the 
private banks as little as possible. Nevertheless, he 
forced them to practically abolish their charges on 
current accounts, and to keep their charges on loans 
and overdrafts within reasonable limits...
     Then, in 1914 came the war, and with it an 
Amending Act (24 of 1914), giving the Bank power 
to raise its capital to £10,000,000, and to take over 
other banks and savings banks. The Bank did not, 
at this period, make use of either of these powers, 
but the services it rendered to the people of the 
Commonwealth during the war were immense.
     Under the regime of the private banks, the 
flotation expenses of a loan in London, which 
Australian Governments had to pay were £3%; but 
the Commonwealth Bank floated £350,000,000 of 
loans (£250,000,000 locally and about £100,000,000 
overseas) for a charge of 5s. and 7d.%, thus saving 
Australians some £6,000,000 in bank charges — 
and then the Bank made a profit of 2/%.  It saved 
the Australian primary producer from stark ruin by 
financing, with (and sometimes without) the assistance 
of the private banks, pools of wheat, wool, meat, 
butter, cheese, rabbits, and sugar, to the total amount 
of £436,000,000; it found £2,000,000 for the purchase 
of the Commonwealth Fleet of Steamers, which again 
saved the primary producer from ruin through lack 
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of transportation facilities to his market overseas; 
and it enabled Australia to transfer abroad, with the 
maximum of efficiency and the minimum of expense, 
£3,560,951 for the payment of her soldiers. 
("The Commonwealth Bank of Australia," p.157 and 
p.162, by C. C. Faulkner. Hansard, 21 Sept., 1939, p. 
976-7 or 1030-1).  - end of extract
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Amos%20DJ%20-%20
Commonwealth%20Bank.pdf

Wild ride as Frydenberg revolutionises the budget rules 
https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/wild-ride-as-frydenberg-

revolutionises-the-budget-rules-20210513-p57rpc
Will the budget be a requiem for economic responsibility?
https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/will-the-budget-be-a-requiem-

for-economic-responsibility-20210506-p57pgc
Government as Thief
     Government is to become the provider of 'unending 
funds of last resort', while at the same time causing the 
economic collapse through Sustainable Development 
and COVID 19 policies. Further exasperated by poking 
China in the eye politically and culturally while fully 
depending on China to continue receiving our iron ore 
as our main source of export-revenue. Funds to support 
an idle population will be available, but not to maintain 
free enterprise, nor critical infrastructure and primary 
industry, with all the ancillary industries as an offshoot, 

nor promoting a self-reliant and sustainable economy. 
     The government as the agent for finance, is stealing 
the rightful cultural inheritance of the population. Don't 
be mistaken, all taxes are confiscatory. The seizing and 
then subsequent re-issue of some form of Universal 
Basic Income is the outworking of financial theft of your 
own personal cultural inheritance. It is nothing else. The 
industrial evolution, (not revolution), is a free gift from 
God handed down across many generations. Finance, as 
the controlling instrument of Government, has moved 
Government away from its area of legitimacy, (the things 
that belong to Caesar) into the realm of the church as the 
voice of providence, (the things that belong to God), and 
now Finance seizes upon the legacy of God's abundance 
that rightfully belongs to each, equally to all.

Without risks, it’s not a free country
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/commentary/
without-risks-its-not-a-free-country/news-story/

f6105721e759ec9c83d0c1bdefffe822
     Janet Albrechtsen goes some way to identify the 
need to manage and accept a certain level of risk and 
self-reliance to maintain a vibrant and free society. 
Freedom can only ever occur in a moral and responsible 
environment. Choosing to manage personal responsibility 
is the first indicator of maturity. So it is with Nationhood.

AUSTRALIA: DEBT DRIVEN GLOBALISM By Jeremy Lee 2008
https://www.globalresearch.ca/australia-debt-driven-globalism/10772

“We have before us the greatest question that 
has yet been submitted for our consideration. It 
involves Australia’s national supremacy in finance, 
and the peace, good government and prosperity of 
generations yet unborn….”— King O’Malley M.H.R. 
speaking on the need for the Commonwealth Bank as a 
‘peoples’ bank’, House of Representatives, Sept. 1909.

 “I believe that banking institutions are more 
dangerous to our liberties than standing armies. 
If the American people ever allow private banks to 
control the issue of their currency, first by inflation, 
then by deflation, the banks and corporations 
that will grow up round the banks will deprive 
the people of all property until their children will 
wake up homeless on the continent their fathers 
conquered.…” —Thomas Jefferson, 1802

The Prime Minister of the UK, Mr. Gordon Brown, 
in an article in the Washington Post, (Friday October 
17, 2008) advocated that “The Financial Crisis is also 
an Opportunity to Create new Rules for Our Global 
Economy.”        There it is! Now out in the open!  
     President Bush’s swan song in mid-November will 
be to host a Global Conference (150 nations) to establish 
a World Money System! There’ll be plenty of dire 
warnings about the consequences if we fail to take this 
last chance for humanity!

WHICH WAY FOR RUDD?
Prime Minister Rudd, and his Treasurer Wayne Swan, 
will naturally be there. Statements they have made so 
far indicate that they also favour a globally-enforced 
solution; but perhaps this is being unfair. Surely they 
are aware of the prolonged and dramatic history of their 
own party – the A.L.P. – in seeking to defend Australia’s 
financial and economic sovereignty?  Would the same 
Party which founded the Commonwealth Bank after 
Federation end up sacrificing our Nation’s sovereignty to 
a New World Order 100 years later?
FISHER SETS THE SCENE
The Fisher Labor Government in 1910, at the instigation 
of Tasmanian Member King O’Malley, founded 
the Commonwealth as a “peoples’ bank”.  Almost 
immediately it showed its value and potential. Among 
other items, it funded expenditure on World War I to the 
tune of $700 million at an interest rate of five-eights of 
one percent!  Sir Dennison Miller, the single Director of 
the Bank, claimed shortly after the war that his bank had 
the capacity, not only to finance the war all over again 
had it been needed, but that it could save Australia untold 
millions in peacetime projects as well.
As King O’Malley had foretold, the need for foreign 
borrowing and compounding debt had been averted for 
future generations.
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THE ‘BANKSTERS’ MOVE IN

By 1924 disaster struck! A young Dennison Miller 
unexpectedly died.  A federal election saw Lord Bruce,  
a London banker, become a Liberal Prime Minister.  
The Commonwealth Bank was put under a Board 
selected from the private world of finance, and was 
increasingly crippled from there on.

The Great Depression, which struck five years later, 
could have been averted had the Commonwealth still 
been a “peoples’ bank”. There were no physical shortages 
in Australia. The causes were financial, as they are now.

MANY REMEMBER …

Five years (later-ed) the Depression started, with untold 
misery and unemployment up to 27 per cent at one point, 
a young Labor candidate stood for Fremantle in the 
federal election – John Curtin.  A traditional Labor man, 
he was destined to become a great wartime leader.

Curtin’s election platform was to return the 
Commonwealth Bank to its original position – as the 
“peoples’ bank”. His platform said:

“…Legislation will be passed restoring the 
management to a Governor of the Bank, as was 
originally the case when it was established by the 
Fisher government. Outside control by private interests 
will thus be removed and the bank will function in 
the public interest only. The progress made under Sir 
Dennison Miller, without interference by directors 
from outside, justifies the restoration of similar 
control…. The main purpose of securing national 
control of banking and credit is to utilize the credit of 
the nation for the benefit of the people ….”

TURMOIL AND CONFUSION

Arguments about the causes of Depression waxed and 
waned during the thirties. The faulty concept that it 
was due to “too much money chasing too few goods”, 
gained credence among orthodox economists, resulting 
in the Premiers’ Plan, whereby wages were cut by 10 
percent. This increased public misery. Finally, in 1937 
a Royal Commission was held into Banking, where it 
was conceded that the Commonwealth Bank had the 
constitutional authority to create and lend money on 
any terms it considered necessary including the waiving 
of repayments and interest!  Had the outbreak of war 
not occurred a short time later, it is almost certain that 
genuine reform of the financial system would have 
occurred. It only remains to say that the Depression 
disappeared in three days, once unlimited finance was 
made available for war!

THE SUBTLE NEW IDEA

As the post-war period of peace occurred a new 
change overtook the Labor Party.  Ben Chifley was 
the last genuine working Prime Minister.  By the time 
Whitlam came to power in 1972 the Fabian dream 
of internationalism as outlined by Marx’s Socialist 
International took hold. The remnants of the traditional 
working man’s Labor Party were steadily weeded out. 
By the time Hawke, and then Keating, came to power the 
Fabian takeover was all but complete. Keating himself 
sold the Commonwealth Bank which (traditional-ed) 
Labor had striven so hard to establish.  Its biggest single 
shareholders – as with the other three of the Big Four – 
are Listed nominees of New York.  Australia’s financial 
policies were shaped far away, in the lavish halls of 
the International Monetary Fund and the OECD. The 
creation of credit became a private banking monopoly.

Only the growth of marvellous technical, industrial and 
electronic innovation held at bay the final onslaught of 
‘debt slavery’. It has now caught up with a vengeance.

BAILING OUT THE BANKS

With scant knowledge of Australia’s financial history, and 
intoxicated with the idea that the New World Order is the 
only way to go, Australia’s politicians are now assuring 
us that banker-driven globalism is the solution. To reach 
this solution the perpetrators of the world-wide crisis 
must be ‘bailed out” with the peoples’ money, so they can 
resume their debt-creation business. Once handed over 
to a New World Order regime there is no turning back. 
Australia’s national sovereignty is gone forever.

Surely there must be a few – even one or two – 
politicians, no matter what party, who will speak out 
now for Australia’s own constitutional authority and 
integrity; for the people rather than the banks; for 

our farmers, manufacturers and workers, who have 
been the grist through the mill.

THE REAL AUSTRALIA

The real Australia was described by a World Bank Survey 
of over 150 nations in 1995 as “the richest per capita 
nation in the world.” But only a portion of the Australian 
people see that wealth.  Ten per cent – 2 million people – 
live in poverty. Many are now being dispossessed. Debt 
has robbed the people of what truly belongs to them. Can 
this be reversed before it is too late?

The most URGENT task is to prevent our weak-kneed 
Parliament from surrendering to the seduction of the New 
World Order. If this can be done, we can then examine 
how to return to Australians the benefits, robbed by the 
banks, to which they are rightfully due. ***
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AUSTRALIA'S LOSS OF SOVEREIGNTY TO GLOBALISM  By Pierre Marchildon 2002
https://www.michaeljournal.org/articles/world-government/item/australia-s-loss-of-sovereignty-to-globalism

The plan of the Financiers for Global Governance 
     On November 19, 1993, at a meeting of the Asia 
Pacific Economic Community (APEC) in Seattle, 
Washington Sate, under the chairmanship of U.S. 
President Bill Clinton, Australia lost the final remnants 
of its sovereignty, bringing to an end a nearly 50-year 
process which began when Australia's governing cabinet 
agreed to sign the November 19, 1946 Bretton Woods 
International banking agreement after World War II.
     Now Australia is rapidly sliding into Third (or Fourth) 
World economic status. Since the acceleration of “free 
trade” agreements in the 1970's, pushed by a succession 
of socialist governments according to prearranged plans 
cooked up in London, Moscow, New York, Washington, 
and other power centres, Australia's moral, social, 
political, and economic life has been ruined. If you want 
to see what the New World Order looks like – or means 
for your children – look at Australia.
     In 1972, the national debt of Australia was $23 billion, 
with a manageable 9.8% GDP in 1982. But to keep up 
its high standard of living, the Australian Government 
borrowed billions of dollars from private banks at high 
rates of interest, which plunged it into a debt of $225 
billion. The interest payments on this huge debt deprived 
the Government of the money it needed for many of its 
social programs. This is why the country has now fallen 
from one of the world's highest standards of living to 
practically a Third World standard of living.  
   “The last half of the '80's and the first half of the '90's,” 
writes Jeremy Lee in "Australia 2000, What Will We Tell 
Our Children" : https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Lee%20
J%20-%20Australia%202000%20What%20Will%20We%20
Tell%20Our%20Children.pdf 
...“carried Australia through an escalating crisis which 
saw tens of thousands of domestic enterprises either close 
down, move offshore, or be swallowed up by foreign 
multinationals. The latter, given full reign by the Labor 
Party, cut through the Australian economy like sharks.  
     Satiated by a limitless choice of targets, they simply 
toyed with disintegrating Australia. They kept the names 
of the ‘icons’ they had swallowed where it suited them. 
As Australian-made goods disappeared from the retail 
shelves, they were replaced with foreign-owned goods – 
either from overseas or from foreign-owned productive 
units in Australia.
     “Hardworking Australians stood bewildered in fields 
of unmarketable fruits and vegetables, while overseas 
produce was shipped in to fill market space which 
once carried Australian goods; orange juice from Latin 
America, while Australian citrus rotted on the trees; 
fresh and frozen vegetables from Southeast Asia, while 
Australians ploughed their unsaleable produce back into 

the soil; pork from Canada, jams and bottled preserves 
from Poland, fish products from China and Scandinavia... 
The importation of steel-based items... and electrical 
products were legion.”
Meanwhile, “it is said that there are 56 taxes on a loaf of 
bread by the time it reaches the consumer.”
Oh, the glories of free trade! 
     Australia had emerged from World War II with one 
of the strongest economies in the world, the highest 
standard of living, and it was totally self-sufficient with 
its broad base of small farms. Now sixty percent of the 
Australian-owned farming sector has been wiped out. 
     In 1960, there were 300,000 farms; now there are 
not even 100,000.  In 1997, the remaining farmers 
were quitting the land at the rate of 35 per week. Of the 
remainder, 80% were in debt, owing $18 billion to banks 
in mid-1996, an average of $133,000 per farm.
     Australia is now a debtor nation, almost entirely 
foreign-owned, a cog in the New World Order. Its once-
proud steel industry is now Chinese owned... though 
Australians were required to borrow the money from the 
international bankers to pay for the Chinese purchases.   
     The standard of living is in a free-fall; real wages are 
declining; unemployment is rising, as is homelessness, 
suicide, mental illness, and environmental disasters, as 
the countryside empties out into overburdened urban 
areas. The politicians, of course, say things never looked 
rosier. Australia is now "multicultural" and a "partner" in 
the international order.
Jeremy Lee tells the story of what happened to Australia, 
but also of what is happening to the U.K., Canada, the 
United States, and the rest of the so-called First World as 
a result of 75 years of international banking agreements 
and post-World War II trade agreements.
     Because of the acceptance of the Multilateral 
Agreement on Investment (MAI) that was recently 
negotiated in secret in Australia, a great deal of economic 
sovereignty in the country has been demised. Already 
80% of the economic activity in the country is managed 
by international corporations. This process has been 
assisted by the Government's entry into other agreements, 
such as the Financial Services Industry Agreement 
(FSIA) on December 12, 1997, by which it signed away 
its right to prevent foreign takeovers of Australian banks 
and insurance companies. Already the largest shareholder 
of the ANZ Bank was Chase Manhattan Nominees 
(Rockefeller, 11.6%).
     Briefly, the strong economies of the once-sovereign 
nations of the once-Christian West have been sacrificed 
on the altar of socialism. In painstaking, meticulous, 
chronological detail, Lee shows how NAFTA and 
GATT, the WTO, the IMF, and the thousands of other 
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international bureaucracies fulfill Joseph Stalin's 1936 
Comintern Conference agenda to establish "regional 
groupings" that would eventually amalgamate into a one-
world order.
     On the heels of economic controls come the so-called 
social legislation, the anti-hate laws, the affirmative 
action laws, the cultural-diversity requirements, and the 
thousands of pages of laws issued from United Nation 
bureaucracies, and rubber-stamped in parliaments by 
legislators who haven't a clue on what they are voting on.
     All of this is bringing an end to sovereignty and 
democracy in the country. Globalism has resulted 
from the apparent union of capitalists and socialists as 
something new, a compromise, a third way between 
capitalism and socialism.
     And what is globalism? Gobalism is Global 
Governance to bring in the One-World Government.
There are literally dozens of books written on the 
subject of global governance. But none of these 
books were written by conspiracy theorists. They 
were all commissioned by the United Nations or 
groups associated with it, like the Club of Rome Non-
Government Organizations (NGOs), which are now 

regarded as legitimate institutions of Global Governance, 
even though their power has no democratic basis. All of 
those books concern the establishment of a new world 
order in which the sovereign nation state is replaced with 
a global order of interdependent member states under a 
new form of Global Governance.
     The real third way would be the application of the 
Social Credit doctrine of C.H. Douglas, which would 
give back to the country its power to create its own debt-
free money. Then every Australian would be able to live 
according to the progress of their self-sufficient country 
with all of its natural resources and capacity to produce.
The people of Australia should make those around them 
aware of the errors of globalization and of the United 
Nation's world laws to bring about a total control on each 
nation and individual. Let us pray to God for the grace 
and courage to stand up against this world takeover.

Extracts of this article were taken from Jeremy's book:
"Australia 2000, What will we tell our children?" 
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Lee%20J%20-%20

Australia%202000%20What%20Will%20We%20Tell%20Our%20
Children.pdf   ***

Within hours, French National Assembly first rejects, 
then approves COVID health passport

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/french-national-
assembly-for-now-rejects-vaccine-passports

...The law has yet to be approved by the French Senate, 
and will discuss the draft law as of May 18.

France is the first member of the European Union to 
institute a compulsory sanitary passport. This will likely 

streamline the EU’s upcoming “green pass” that is 
expected to mature by summer...

No Real Alternatives Except A Novel Strategy
     With Coalition, Labor and Greens all objectively 
aligned, the voting public must set about a new strategy 
supported by political activism to regain control of our 
Parliament and our Constitution - 'We the people'. 
A vibrant alternative-media can inject important thoughts 
into the body politic, provided they put their faith into 
works. Pamphleteering was an historical method to 
getting the message out may still be viable.  
Today we have many other alternatives. The censorship 
by Social Media Platforms and the Main Stream Media 
needs to be worked around but can still be utilised. 
Tenacity and consistency, with a clear and strong 
message. Something like:

"No Vaccination Passport  
For FREEDOM LOVING Australians ! " 

on shirts, billboards and other notices, including your 
signature in your emails, pamphlets and publications.
Doing this is unavoidable if our voice is to be heard.

Starting another political party will not provide any 
viable solution, but rather diffuse momentum and 
any gains of the freedom-spirit. Relying on strong 

personalities will also dissipate political energy. 
Action must originate from you, the voter who 

chooses to ensure their will is present in Parliament
Can We Agree on an Objective? 

"No Vaccination Passport  
For FREEDOM LOVING Australians ! "

   Gaining any influence over your representative is 
vital, but the party machine will cause this to come 
to no effect if it can. The separation of representative 
from political party control is pivotal if we are to avoid 
(party) gang advocacy, and instead head towards genuine 
representation and democracy. This mobilisation of 
political energy cannot effectively begin without a clear 
objective, a specific policy-outcome being agreed within 
the electorate. 
What outcome is it that we really want or don't want? 
No Vaccination Passport is probably the best area to start. 
     The original stazzi idea for the ID Card was raised 
at the National Tax Summit in 1985 convened by the 
then Federal Labor government of Bob Hawke. The card 
justification then was to amalgamate other government 
identification systems and act against tax avoidance, and 
health and welfare fraud. It failed due to a legislative 
technicality, not because it had not passed both Houses of 
Parliament, which in fact it had. It was still bought into 
existence via the Medicare Card, Licences and the ABN.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia_Card

DEBT DRIVEN GLOBALISM - ALTERNATIVES  By Arnis Luks
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Common Sense and The Vote
https://alor.org/Storage/The_Social_Crediter/Volume%2018/
The%20Social%20Crediter%20Vol%2018%20No%206%20

Apr%2012%201947.pdf
Whereby under our Constitution, "a man is free to live, 

by no man's leave, underneath the law."
(It is this freedom which is to be destroyed by the 

totalitarian Vaccine Passport-ed)  
Shadowy influence is everywhere: behind the 

parliamentarians in the initiation of legislation:  
in the drafting of Bills:  

and among those who draw up the Party programmes.

    Politicians only ever yield to pressure—the party whip 
is such a mechanism. Any considered action against 
tyranny must start and be managed locally, and directed 
specifically at your current representative, to ensure 
pressure is initiated and maintained towards them until 
they yield to the will of the electorate.  
The electorate must take back this controlling power of 
political parties over their representatives.  
This is unavoidable.
     The major failure of all political parties is policy 
outcome. The fruit of policy is bitter/sweet - more 
services but higher taxes; meaning more encroachment 
into areas beyond government legitimacy. What is 
required is less government, but this only comes from 
pursuing a policy of freedom with responsibility.  
This is also unavoidable.
     Personal development and eduction in Civics is the 
cornerstone of responsible citizenship. How does our 
existing political system work and can it be redirected 
back to functioning as intended, as a political service to 
society and the nation ? --->>>   --->>> ***
BASIC FUND
   David Sorensen from Stop World Control recently 
reported to his supporters. He began with, "This is not 
the time of big organizations fixing the world. It is a 
time where brave and passionate individuals rise up 
in the gifting and strength they have received, to serve 
humanity.  We all have a gift that we can use to help 
towards the deliverance of our world from evil."
  This is also the message from the League to its close 
supporters and those who have only discovered our 
work lately. We urge each one to accept responsibility 
to 'deliver our world from evil'. We look for financial 
support as well as active support in the political sense.
  To achieve these goals, the League provides a wealth of 
information in the form of journals, videos, forums and 
books etc all of which assist in gaining knowledge which 
can then be employed to action in the political scene.
  We have the team working solidly to achieve the tasks 
but it is reliant on funds. To ensure the work continues, 
please consider supporting the Basic Fund.    
Thanking you in anticipation.
  --  Ken Grundy. National Director

ACTION TARGET
The move to establish a Vaccination Passport is brewing 
among politicians and as we have written before, it will 
become a Licence to Live once it becomes essential for 
travel, banking, supermarkets, fuel stations, sport and 
social events etc. We have the right to choose our own 
method to attain good health to avoid disease and for 
some this will not include vaccination. If the passport is 
established it will change the present non-compulsory 
vaccination, to a compulsory status.
     Two petitions are available to send your opposition to 
the passport to the House of Representatives, so please 
make use of them.
The e-petition is easy to sign using your computer.  
Go to aph.gov.au/e-petitions then scroll down to petition 
No. EN 2626. Click to enter your name and address etc. 
Address is to be residential NOT postal.
     The paper petition is enclosed with this On Target. 
Please print a few copies before entering your signature, 
so you can gather more signatures. There is no point in 
signing both petitions. 
     Completed pages of the paper petition MUST be 
returned to Ken Grundy, Box 177, Naracoorte SA 5271 
so they can be delivered to Canberra with the essential 
“Cover page”. Send them back even if there are few 
signatures. No need for addresses on this one.
Please note the petitions close on June 9th, So sign the 
e-petition promptly and also gather signatures on the 
paper one and make sure it is returned to me by June 2nd 
to allow for postal delays.  --  National Director

DOUGLAS SOCIAL CREDIT (DSC) TRAINING
Douglas Social Credit is the disciplined science of social 
engineering measured in terms of human satisfaction. 
DSC looks for the Truth which governs human 
associations.   DSC is found predominantly in the 
areas of philosophy, politics, constitutionalism, society, 
economics and finance.  
DSC Training is available in four semester workpacks, 
steadily developing the individual's understanding of the 
Science of the Social Credit measured in terms of human 
satisfaction.

Contact Head Office to Start your Training Today


